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To kill a mockingbird research topics

Page 2, p. 3. To answer the questions, you need to read both links. When you're done, answer the questions you asked. Get ready to share this information and discuss it with your classmates. and where was Harper Lee born? How was your family? Who was your childhood best friend? What did you study in college? Were you involved in any extracurricular
activities? Why Might It Be Important To Consider Reading To Kill A Mockingbird? How did your decision to move to New York become a reality? What year did To Kill A Mockingbird appear? When was it adapted for the screen? Harper Lee was honored after the appearance of a blackbird? Harper Lee's real life influenced the characters and events of To Kill
A Mockingbird. Given what you've learned about his life (including personality personality ities, friends, family, experiences), predict what problems might arise in the book. Do you think your knowledge of Harper Lee affects reading the book? Does it affect reading the book? Why or why not? TOPIC 2: JIM CROW LAWS Visit these links to learn about the
history and effects of Jim Crow laws. Discover people, events and legal battles. Be sure to click around to see various articles and historical memorabilia. When you're done, answer the following questions. Get ready to share this information and discuss it with your classmates. //www.ferris.edu/jimcrow/origins.htmQuestions:Hey was the Jim Crow coming
from? What is the beginning of this term offensive? List of 3 ways. How did the term Jim Crow become synonymous with southern segregation laws? How have these laws affected the lives of Southern black supremacists? Give me some examples. How was Plessy versus? Ferguson Case (1896) upholds Jim Crow laws? How has this case affected the lives
of southern black supremacists (transport, education, social consequences, etc.) ? What's lynching? Why was the Red Summer in 1919? Who was Booker T. Washington? Where did he live? What did you think was the best way for South African-Americans to survive in the South? Who was W.E.B. DuBois? Where did he live? What did you think was the
best way for South African-Americans to survive in the South? Why do you think Booker was in T. Washington and W.E.B. Please give us 3 facts to support your opinion. How have these laws been invalidated? TOPIC 3: SCOTTSBORO BOYS Click on the links below to learn about the Scottsboro Boys and their investigations. When you're done, answer the
following questions. What was the Scottsboro Boys known for? Who were they? What did they do? How All this trouble? The Scottsboro Boys' lawyers were extremely incompetent. How did defense attorneys show inexperience? Please list at least 3 ways in which defense attorneys were inappropriate. Describe the experiments. Were they fair or unjust?
Please provide at least 3 supporting facts for the safety description. Did the Scottsboro Boys ever get a pardon for their convictions? The Scottosboro Boys' trial occurred as a child of To Kill A Mockingbird writer Harper Lee. Guess how important this trial can be for the book. TOPIC 4: THE GREAT DEPRESSIONRead through the links below to learn about
the Great Depression and then answer the following questions. Get ready to share this information and discuss it with your classmates. (Use this website for the first 4 questions.) (Use this website for your last questions.) Questions: What is Black Tuesday and why is it signaling the start of the Great Depression? Many believe that the Great Depression
marked the end of World War II. How did the war affect the economy? What president was inaugurated in 1933? What changes has this government made? What was the New Deal? How has the New Deal affected U.S. citizens? What was the Dust Bowl? How did the Dust Bowl affect the Southern Plains? How did the Dust Bowl affect agriculture? How
would this affect farmers and their employers? Given what you learned from the Great Depression and the Dust Bowl, make a prediction about what you think the setting for Kill A Mockingbird will look like. What will the houses look like? What will the characters wear? How will the characters affect each other? How will Scout's classmates act against Scout,
knowing that his father is a lawyer? TOPIC 5: Growing up white/black in the SouthThen links include transcripts of interviews with women who grew up in the deep south in the 1930s (excerpted from understanding to kill a mockingbird by Claudia Durt Johnson). Read the interviews and then answer the questions. Be prepared to share this information, and
discuss with classmates. //missvs.weebly.com/uploads/3/8/3/6/38367893/black_in_1930s.pdfQuestions:Compare three female backgrounds to Growing up White in the 1930s. How is growing black different from Mrs. Barge's background in the 1930s? The ladies of Growing up White in the 1930s talk about what happened to the good family in the South.
What do they say makes a good family? How do you think Mrs. Barge would describe a good family? Compare and compare the families of the three ladies Barge's family, explaining the similarities and differences. Based on your explanation, based on, Mrs. Barge's family is considered a good family? Why or why not? From Growing up White in the 1930s,
what were the three ladies' first experiences with black people? Have these white ladies ever played with their black counterparts? When did Mrs. Barge first notice the difference between black and white lives? From Mrs. Barge's account, what do you think is the most astounding difference? List the occupations available to black women in the South in the
1930s, according to Mrs Barge's interview. How did these sessions affect Mrs. Barge's image of white people? How did these occupations influence the perception of black people, according to three female accounts of Growing up White in the 1930s? Mrs. Barge ends the interview by not categoring people. Make a prediction based on these interviews about
how Calpurnia can feel about Finch. Why? OTHER FUN STUFF: When you're done with your web quest, here are some interesting things Some quotes To Kill A Mockingbird: List To Kill A Mockingbird: the Scottsboros Boys: SB_imag original trailer for the To Kill Amocking film from 1962, starring Gregory Peck: Hello LA 10! As you know, we begin our Mi To
Kill a Mockingbird unit this week and are working on a research project in the next three weeks that will help you to better understand the history, events, characters, and culture of the novel.  Each of you has been given a unique theme, the basic questions of which must be answered in your research. You have also been placed in a small group whose other
members have topics similar to yours in terms of theme. Below you will find all the group themes, individual research topics, individual research questions, and links to get you started with your research. You can also find two parts of the research project - the poster presentation and the research material itself (see below). As you conduct your research,
remember the introductory activities we did last week that we've critically thought of as valid and reliable sources versus useless and unreliable resources (in other words, treasure vs trash). So to avoid stumbling on trash resources, use the links I give you to get started. Within these links, follow the links provided by these trusted sources. Treat this treasure
hunt and become a curious hunter. Don't give up easily and work to become self-sufficient Luck - Learn and Have Fun.Group 1: Life for Blacks in the South After the Civil WarJim Crow Laws: Its History, Guiding Policies and Impact on Blacks- Explain what Jim Crow Laws were and how/where/why they originated. Who was Jim Crow? What were the original
laws/policies? How did the Jim Crow laws affect black people and what rights did they violate? How do whites/states defend Jim Crow laws?- What relationships do you see between Jim Crow's laws/policies and the novel Kill a Mockingbird? The Klu Klux Klan: The History and Methods of Dropping Fear-Explain where the Klu Klux Klan originated in the United
States. What was the mission and who were its members? Give significant historical facts about the group.- How has the KKK affected American life (especially black supremacists and minorities? What methods are used to promote their agenda?- With what influence did the KKK have on local governments and people in power? How does this effect relate
to what you read in To Kill a Mockingbird? Plessy v. Ferguson: The Landmark Case and its Impact on The Separate, but Equal- Explain/Summarize What Was The Case (i.e. Who Was Involved, What Was The Matter About When It Happened, What Was the Final Decision, Etc.) – What law did Homer off against Plessy? How did Plessy break this law?-
Who's Ferguson? Why was he named in the case? - What rights do the thirteenth and fourteenth amendments of the Constitution grant, and what does this matter have to do with these amendments?- Why has this case been so significant in terms of its impact on black lives? How did you push the agenda to separate but equal, and how was it constitutional?
- What relationships do you see in the circumstances of this case and the novel, To Kill a Mockingbird? Lynching and Lynch Mobs: Citizen Strengthening Jim Crow Laws; Loops: Modern-day symbolic threats (The Jena Hat); Sundown Towns- Give a brief history of lynching in America and the origins of the lynching mob. How did they influence local
governments/people in power?- How did they come to represent the white hatred of black supremacists? Why did so many white people support them? At the top, how common were the lynchings of black supremacists now by white lynchings in America? Where were the most prominent people in the country? What were the sunset cities? What did he have
to do with the lynching? - Explain the recent reappearment of the lynching symbols (the Jena Six, etc.). How it affected racial tensions The Progress of a People page in three sessions) (WARNING: very graphic) //www.ferris.edu/jimcrow/what.htm //guides.lib.washington.edu/content.php?pid=78827&amp;sid=583725
//www.english.illinois.edu/maps/poets/g_l/lynching/lynching.htm //www.nps.gov/history/nr/travel/civilrights/change.htmGroup 2: America and the World in the 1930s: The Period to Kill a Mockingbird In Stock Market Crash and The Great Depression: The Impact on Economic Prosperityfor Blacks and Whites in America- What Was Black Friday? What caused
the stock market to collapse? Has this ever happened before? Where/when? Could the stock market collapse have been prevented? How?- How has the stock market crash affected Americans and life in America? Explain some of the tragic events that occurred directly in the Crash?- Explain what the Great Depression was and its importance/prominence in
American history. Who was president and what policies influenced the Great Depression?- What factors led to the Great Depression? How was life for Americans during the Great Depression? Who and how were they hardest hit? What examples can you give to make the Great Depression real for today's audience? The Dust Bowl: The Impact of Economic
Prosperity on Blacks and Whites- What Was the Dust Bowl? Where and when did it happen? Who was directly involved? How did the Dust Bowl affect American life? How does this relate to the Great Depression? Could it have been prevented? If so, how? Have we since done things that have prevented it from happening again, or is it still happening?- How
did Herbert Hoover handle this natural disaster and the people involved? What was the Hoovervilles, and why was it called that? Who were the Okies? Explain the problems that have arisen in the country as a result of places like California's Dust Bowl, Okies and migrant farming. Herbert Hoover v. Franklin Delano Roosevelt: Two presidencies, two policies,
an era in American history -- When was Herbert Hoover president? What was the state of the country when you started as president? What were his main policies as President (economic and domestic specifically)? What significant changes have been made in the United States while Hoover was president? What was the state of the country when you
finished the presidency? What was his legacy as president? (e.g. What was the Hoovervilles? Why do people remember it?) When was the FDR president? What was the state of the country when you started as president? As President, what were his main policies (namely economic and domestic policy)? What significant changes have been made in the
United States while FDR is former president? What was the state of the country when you finished the presidency? What was his legacy as president? (e.g. what was the New Deal? Why do people remember it?) - Compare and compare the individual presidencies and the impact of both on the country. We had some famous quotes from each president and
explained the significance of the quotes. Hitler's rise and Nazi Germany: Hitler's rise to power, the formation of the Nazi party and the treatment of black supremacists in the U.S. compared to The Jews in Germany - Who was Adolph Hitler? When he was born and what his family was like. Explain how he came to power in Germany (i.e. what was Germany's
state before Hitler came to power, what was Hitler's politics and conviction that earned him the next, etc.) - Who were the Nazis? What were the beliefs and political philosophies that appealed to the Germans and gave them popularity? Why were jews the target of hitler's hatred of hitler and the nazis? (i.e. what did the Jews blame and why?) Explain how the
Nazis acquired the next and came to power.- Compare the Jews' cages in Nazi Germany at this time to the treatment of blacks in America at the same time. Take a special look at the economic and political state of Germany and the United States and explain the laws in both countries, which are in each of them by Jews and Jews 3: Education for Blacks in
the Early 20th CenturyW.E.B. Dubois and the NAACP: Fighting Scientific Racism - Who Was W.E.B. Dubois? Give me important biographical facts about his background. Why was he so important/why is he a historical figure?- What ideas does W.E.B. Dubois promote that focused on improving life for blacks in America and supporting their rights? What is
scientific racism and what did you think of it? Who were your main supporters and who were your main opponents?- What is the NAACP? What was W.E.B. Dubois's relationship with the NAACP? What was the purpose or mission of the NAACP with Dubois?- How did Dubois affect the education and general well-being of black people in America? Do you
agree with your opinion? Why or why not? Booker T. Washington and the Tuskegee Institute: Up From Slavery- Who Was Booker T. Washington? Give me important biographical facts about his background. Why was he so important/why is he a historical figure?- What was the Tuskegee Institute? Who founded it and what was its purpose? What role did
Booker T. Washington play in Tuskegee and what did he do while he was there?- What ideas did Booker T. Washington promote that focused on improving the lives of black people and supporting their rights? Who were his main supporters and his main opponents? - How washington's opinion differed. B Dubois? How has it affected things like education and
the general well-being of black people in America? Do you agree with your opinion? Why or why not? Brown versus. Education Council: The Landmark Case and its Impact on Education Rights-Explain/Summarize What Was The Case (i.e. who was involved, what were the main points of the case when it was made, what was the final decision, etc.) What
were the problems encountered by Linda Brown in Topeka, which ultimately happened in this case?- What were the segregated schools? Why were they created? What right does the Fourteenth Amendment give citizens? - Why was it brown v. Education Council is such a significant case in terms of its impact on education and black rights? What was your
connection to Plessy v Ferguson? - How was Brown v. Education Council to change the legal definition of equality, and advance the Civil Rights Movement on Blacks? Education for Blacks after the Southern Civil War in the 1950s (which is up to Brown v. Board): General History and Review- Explain the laws/policies concerning the education of blacks during
the Civil War. How were they different after the Civil War? - For the black supremacists who got an education, how were their schools? What obstacles did they face before attempting education? Who/what opposed their opportunities for education?- How has their education or Do you have the skills to compete with whites as equals in the United States?
How was that a long-standing impact on equality between blacks and whites in the U.S.? Links: //www.vahistorical.org/civilrights/btw.htm //www.pbs.org/jefferson/enlight/brown.htm //americanhistory.si.edu/brown/resources/index.html 4: The Trial of Tom Robinson: The Death Penalty and Criminal LawA history of the death penalty/death penalty in the United
States:- In what cases was the death penalty originally in the colonial United States? Has it ever been banned nationally? Why?- What states currently use the death penalty and what crimes are worthy of the death penalty in those states?- Is the death penalty disproportionately used among blacks &amp; whites? Explain the disproportion and the factors that
might explain this. The Scottsboro case: The Landmark case and its impact on the death penalty case- explain/summarize what the case was (i.e. who was involved, what were the charges when it happened, what the final decision was, etc.) - Why was this case so significant in terms of its impact on the death penalty?- What were the flaws in this case by
prosecutors, defenders, witnesses, etc., that show that this was not a fair case? How does this case illustrate how the racial impact has had on the results in many court cases? Major Criminal Court Proceedings: Sixth Amendment: Law counsel (Atticus defending Tom Robinson) and the right to a jury trial (right of jury of peers) - summarizes the main points of
the amendment and explains the rights granted/protected by each charged offense.- What challenges the amendment arose and how was the amendment interpreted differently throughout history?- In the book, That Kill Mocking abird, Tom A black man accused of rape. Your jury will be white jeans. Based on your research on the Sixth Amendment, what
problems can you see at trial, which shows that you will not be tried fairly and your rights may have been denied? Fairness is the death penalty: the Eighth Amendment, the death penalty is cruel and unusual punishment?   - Summarize the main points of the amendment and explain the rights it provides/protects for each person charged with a crime.- How
can the death penalty be regarded as cruel and unusual punishment under the amendment? How can it be considered to be outside this amendment and therefore still use certain states?- How has the research changed or informed my own views on the death penalty? How did you change your mind about prisoners on death row facing the death penalty?
What are the main obstacles to a death penalty case that makes them complicated instead of making a clear cut? Links: //www.gpoaccess.gov/constitution/html/amdt6.html //www.capdefnet.org/hat/contents/intro_to_8th/3_intro_to_8th.htmGroup 5: The Rise of Black Identity and Culture After the Civil War On Great Migration: Blacks Moving From South to
North After the Civil War- What Was Great Migration? What triggered it? Where and when did it happen? - How did the Great Migration change/how did it affect life in the places where black people migrated and migrated? What changes are we seeing in America today as a result of Great Migration?- How has it affected black people who have decided to stay
and not join migration? What is the connection with this novelkill of Mockingbird? The Harlem Renaissance: The Rebirth of black arts and culture in the North What was the Harlem Renaissance? Where did it happen and who/what does that mean? Name some great people/results?- How has harlem changed from Renaissance life to blacks in America? Do
we see any evidence in America today? If so, Doesn't it go against what many people in America believed were blacks at the time/today? If so, how does the Harlem Renaissance affect the politics of the decades leading the civil rights movement in the 1950s and 60s? The Black Church: The Rise of the Church in the Southern Black Community and the
Education and Organization of Black Communities for Civil Rights -- What were the earliest black churches in the U.S.? Who started them? Give some history to some of these groundbreaking churches, including dates, locations, Christian denoeds, and early Church leaders.- What role did black churches (especially in the South) play after the Civil War in
educating African Americans? How did singing in the Church help with reading and literacy? Discuss the call and answer and the early Negro spirituals. What role did the black churches play in organizing the Civil Rights Movement in the U.S.? Who were the famous civil rights activists who were also Church leaders? Explain that the Black Church was critical
of educating and organizing black supremacists in the South after the Civil War. The Evolution of Black Music: Negro Spirituals/Field Music in the Modern Day Hip-Hop- Strange Fruit by Abel Meeropol/ performed by Billie Holliday- What were the early forms of black music? What were its roots and how did slaves develop in the U.S.? - What were the
messages and what was the power of black music to people in America, especially early? - What was the evolution of black music roots in modern styles like hip-hop? How has other types of music become popular in America? Who were the most influential pioneers in history? Links: //docsouth.unc.edu/church/intro.html
//guides.lib.washington.edu/content.php?pid=78827&amp;sid=583725 6: Beyond the Book: A Culture to Kill a Lee Biography: How His Life Relates to the Story He Wrote- Provide a clear biographical profile of Harper Lee to both the person and writer. What myths are there about Harper Lee that are not true?- How did his childhood and upbringing affect the
writing of the novel? What major characters, elements of the setting and plot appear directly in the real-life experiences of childhood?- What were harper lee's connections to the civil rights movement? Did you want to make political/social statements with this book? If so, what were these statements? How did your book affect American culture? The Movie of
To Kill a Mockingbird: The Making of the Movie, Actors, &amp; Its Impact - Explain the goals that producers and directors were confident in making this film adaptation of the book. What were they trying to preserve and what were they able to achieve?- Who got to play the most important role in the film? Explain their importance and share their future views
on the book and the film (e.g. interviews, etc.) - What about the book /story changed in the film (i.e. how different)? What key elements of the film should the viewer take note of to better appreciate the film and its production/existence than a work of art? How did the film affect American culture and other films? Role of Women in 1930s South and Female
Characters To Kill a Mockingbird - What was the typical role of women in the South 1930s America? What limited rights did they have and/or what would they have expected in the South at this time? - The character of Aunt Alexandra in the book that kills a mockingbird is often thought of as the right southern lady. Based on your research, what was a decent
Southern woman supposed to be like? What was the social code you were trying to maintain in the South? Look for descriptions of clothing, behavior, personality, and social roles.- The character Miss Maudie, the protagonist's neighbor, is considered by many to be a woman who defied the typical role of women in the South. Based on her research, what a
woman would do and behave like that is wrong or breaking the law for a Southern lady. Is there an example in the history of such women? Who were they and what did they do to crack the code? Civil rights defenders for black supremacists: Atticus Finch as a reflection - Who were the most important historical civil rights defenders during the true civil rights
movement in America? What ideas did they try to support and what support did they get?- In the novel To Kill a Mockingbird, Atticus Finch is the protagonist, Scout's father, and defense attorney for a black man, Tom Robinson. Despite all the racism and ignorance that surrounds him, Atticus fights hard to protect Tom Robinson. What did you do people who
fought to protect blacks' rights face in terms of hatred and violence? Their historical accounts of white defenders of black supremacists who have faced hatred and violence? Explain who they were and the details of their experiences. Give quotes if and if you can.- Based on historical accounts and opinions in the research, how all black people viewed white
characters like Atticus positively? Is there a negative perception of him as a character? Explain why. Links: //web.archive.org/web/20070703033416/www.chebucto.ns.ca/culture/HarperLee/otherlinks.html //web.archive.org/web/20070707174818/www.chebucto.ns.ca/culture/HarperLee/film.html //docsouth.unc.edu/sohp/women.html
//www.nps.gov/history/nr/travel/civilrights/change.htm //www.nps.gov/history/nr/travel/civilrights/players.htm Part I - To Kill a Mockingbird - Group Poster Presentations (30 points total)Posters (20 points):1. Each member must purchase a standard 22 X 28 inch poster board (or a member can buy a piece each and get reimbursed by the group members). Bring
your poster board to class monday to begin work in class as a group!2. The title of the theme should be centered in large letters at the top of the poster. Just below that (still at the top) should be your name as a presenter.3. Posters should present the topic to each group member researched and should indicate answers to all research questions through: -
Bulleted Points - 18 points Font Minimum - Downloaded / printed images or pictures - large enough to be at a distance - Expanded graphs or tables - again large enough to be at a distance - all items must be tagged or captioned!!! 4. The poster does not contain the full report or any other large text!5. Group members link individual posters with tape to create
a large poster. The order and organization should show the relationship between all the individual posters in the group theme, and the way they relate should reflect some meaningful relationship that combines posters with a theme below - so... PLAN THE WAY THEY WILL CONNECT AND UNITE DESIGN AHEAD OF TIME! Presentation (10 points): 1. A
The rapporteur must first present the general theme of the group and explain the relationship between them – highlighting the overall design/layout. 2. Each artist should start with Hi, my name is ___.. My research on the project focused on _ and answered the following questions.... 3. The group's presentation should not exceed 20 minutes for the group, and
each group member should speak to present the specific topic and speak through its poster.4. Students are to give lectures in a way that they don't read from a mere paper. Try the presentation and use notes with note-taking cards to help maximize eye contact.5. Every performance must end like this: This is the end of our presentation. Do you have any
questions? Three questions are allowed. All you have to do is ask and answer serious, thoughtful questions.  Presentation / poster due times:*Groups 1 &amp; 2 - Monday, 4/18 *Groups 3 &amp; 4 - Tuesday, 4/19 *Groups 5 &amp; 6 - Wednesday, 4/20Poster Presentation - Peer Classification Box Poster:18 - 20 = Visually Effective/Attractive Attractive
Layout/Color Informative/Easy to Read useful titles and subtitles14 - 16 = Somewhat visually effective decent effort Layout / Color slightly informative / somewhat difficult to read some titles and captions10 - 12 = Not visually effective little effort layout / no color little or no information provided / unreadable and difficult to read no titles or captionsPresentation:9
- 10 = Loud, Clear Voice / Solid Eye Contact whole introduced Self and theme clearly informative and clear explanation of images and text clearly explainable answers to research questions answered by audiences clearly and confidently7 - 8 = Audible Voice / Decent Eye Contact throughout introduced Self and subject somewhat clearly somewhat informative
explanation of images and texts slightly explained answers to research questions slightly answered questions Audience5 - 6 = Hard to understand speaker / failed to maintain eye contact I failed to introduce Self and / or topic does not explain pictures or the text of the poster does not satisfactorily explain answers to research questions can not answer
questions audience * All presentations will be 3 - 5 Peer Scorers - the end result will be the average of those scores combined with Mr. Carrell's * On exceptional For scores, Mr. Carrell reserves the right to set the outside score (ex. 4 peer reviewers say 7 or 8, but one says 5; OR 4 peer reviewers say 5, while one reviewer says 10, would be subject to the
teacher's final say)Part – TKM Research Paper Writing Assignment: Write a 3-4 page research paper on the subject you've assigned to get answers to the basic questions you've received. For more ideas, see the teacher and discuss them with the additional questions and ideas you want to appear in your study. The paper should include a clear introduction
of the thess statement, a well-organized body separated from paragraphs, and a separate conclusion that confirms that it has answered the basic questions that have been given. Paper format: The paper must be typed in double-spacing (including the corresponding title page with title, name, course and date in the middle; the body; and works cited page),
with a 12-point Times New Roman font. Information from other sources should be properly referenced using parentheses (see below). Margins should be 1-inch on each page. 3X5 note cards shall be used when compiling paper research and note cards shall be switched on together with the final paper (at least from 5 different sources, at least one such non-
Internet source and 10 note cards). Additional reminders for MLA formatting requirements.                                        Presentation / Poster Deadlines:* Groups 1 &amp; 2 - Wednesday, 4/11 * Groups 3 &amp; 4 - Thursday, 4/12 * Groups 5 &amp; 6 - Friday, 4/13Research Paper Due Dates:*Works Quoted page (typed, double distributed) due Monday, May 7
*Information on how to properly format the Works quoted page and include parenting instructions visit: * Final Paper with notes/note cards due Monday, May 77
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